A Note from CECM Executive Director

The past two years have brought on unprecedented challenges, for all of us personally and together as partners working on events in New York City. Together we navigated cancellations and the inability to gather. I am so proud of our team that shifted to assist during the heights of the COVID-19 pandemic and are now working to bring things back to a normal posture. We were honored to put on Homecoming Week concerts and outdoor films across the five boroughs, that allowed New Yorkers to gather for the first-time last summer and do it safely. We have one goal here at CECM; we want to enable New Yorkers to gather, and that is what we are working every single day to do. We are excited going into this new year that events, this industry, and New York, will be back and better than ever!

Sincerely,
Dan Gross
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Bronx Fire Relief Fund
Donate via The Mayor’s Fund to Advance NYC

In The News
“Eric Adams Is Sworn in as NYC Mayor Minutes After Midnight in Times Square”
- nbcnewyork.com

“The best Martin Luther King Day events in NYC”
- timeout.com

Agency Resources
NYC Service Legacy Report
DPR - Martin Luther King Jr. Day of Service
NYC Civic Engagement Commission
The People’s Money- Neighborhoods Residents Vote and Decide What Gets Funded

Test+Trace Corp
Get a free COVID-19 test at sites in your neighborhood

Keyto NYC
COVID Booster Shots
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